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Year group: 3 Autumn 1 iLearn2 Unit: Digital Storyboard and Comic Creation Subject Leader: V Mitchell 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 2 Comic Creation: 

 To add, resize and organise 
colour or picture 
backgrounds 

 To add, resize, organise 
characters & objects to 
different panels. 

 To add narration using text 
and direct speech using 
speech bubbles. 

Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet 
services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a range of 
programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals. 

Year 4 Ebook Creation: 

 To add a page colour and style and I can add, position 
and format text on different pages. 

 To add and position images from camera/web. 

 To add audio, including hiding it behind an object. 

 To add hyperlinks to text and images and use 
hyperlinks for navigation. 

 To add and format shapes and embed content such as 
maps. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2 and 
StoryboardThat (can be 
extended through use of 
Comic Life. 
 

 Look at examples of digital 
comics/storyboards and real 
comics. 

 

 English – creating a 
storyboard based on events 
from class text. 

 History – creating a 
storyboard based on a 
historical study. 

 

Self Image and Identity & Online Relationships 

 I can explain ways in which someone might change 
their identity depending on what they are doing 
online (e.g. gaming; using an avatar; social media) 
and why. 

 I can explain why someone may change their mind 
about trusting anyone with something if they feel 
nervous, uncomfortable or worried. 

 I can explain what it means to ‘know someone’ 
online and why this might be different from 
knowing someone offline. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What is a storyboard? To know what a storyboard is, why 
we use them and have an overview of the skills they will 
be learning throughout this unit. 
Backdrops: To add and edit backdrops, including changing 
the weather and lighting. 
Characters: To add a character to a storyboard, including 
adjusting its size, position, look and posture. 

Lesson 2 
Narration: To add a text box to add some 
narration. To adjust the size, colour and style 
of the text. 
Duplicate and search: To duplicate items on 
the storyboard. To search for objects to add 
to scenes. 

Lesson 3 
Speech Bubbles 
To add a new scene and speech bubbles. 
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Key vocabulary 

Digital Storyboard 
Comic 
Scene/Frame 
Animation 
Film 
Panel 
Backdrops 
Characters 
Text 
Objects 
Duplicate 
Search 
Speech bubbles 

Backdrops 
Weather 
Lighting 
Characters 
Size 
Position 
Look 
Posture 
 

Text box 
Text 
Narration 
Size 
Colour 
Style 
Scene 
Duplicate 
Copy 
Search 
Objects 
 

Panel 
Frame 
Scene 
Speech bubbles 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Add and edit backgrounds. 

 Add and edit characters, including changing posture, expression and clothing. 

 Add narration and speech bubbles, including formatting text. 

 Duplicate objects to match scenes. 

 Search for objects to use. 

 Extend their comic to include a storyline. 
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Year group: 3 Autumn 2 iLearn2 Unit: Digital Art Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 2: Digital Art 

 Use lines and fill tools to 
make interesting 
patterns. 

 Add a variety of shapes 
(outlines and fill) and 
label them with text.  

 Re-create a graphic using 
pixels of different colours. 

Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) 
on a range of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, 
systems and content that accomplish given goals. 

Year 6: Graphic Design 

 To use a program to recreate and design their own 
graphics, including: 

 Add, adjust and fill shapes 

 Group shapes to improve accuracy and speed 

 Add and customise gradient effects 

 Adjust transparency/opacity for a purpose  

 Accurately rotate shapes 

Resources  Possible hooks/enrichment activities Cross-curricular links 
Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2 and 
PixilArt 
 
 

 Explore wrapping paper, looking at 
its features and how they could 
apply this to their design. 

 Look at examples of landscape 
reflections and discuss the tools 
used. 

 Look at examples of retro computer 
game backgrounds/menu screens, 
thinking how layers can be used to 
create these. 

 Art: Creating a digital work of 
art. 

 Maths: Creating symmetrical 
pictures. 

Online Bullying 

 I can describe appropriate ways to behave 
towards other people online and why this is 
important. 

 I can give examples of how bullying behaviour 
could appear online and how someone can get 
support. 

 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
Wrapping Paper 
To create a digital drawing that can be duplicated. 
To use the copy and paste functions, alongside the 
transform tools to create wrapping paper effects. 

Lesson 2  
Landscape Reflections 
To use various tools to build a city landscape and 
reflective symmetry. 

Lesson 3 & 4  
Computer Game Graphic Design and Animation 
To use the stamp tool and copy and paste to build 
up a computer game background. To add layers and 
frames to a background to animate a character. 
 
 

Key vocabulary 

Digital art 
Pixels 

Pixels 
Flip 

Pixels 
Stamps 
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Canvas size 
Lines 
Fill  
Circles  
Zoom controls 
Duplicate  
Rotate  
Flip  

Reflection 
Colour palette  
Square tool 
Fill tool 
Zoom controls 
Lines tool 
Pencil 
Copy  
Paste  

Copy 
Paste 
Layers 
Graphic 
Select tool 
Highlight  
Layer 
Frame 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Use various lines and fill tools plus copy/paste and rotation to create pattern effects.  

 Use shapes, fill, copy/paste, zoom and flip to create reflective symmetry effects.  

 Use stamps, copy/paste, layers and multiple frames to create animated GIF computer graphics. 
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Year group:  3 Spring 1 iLearn2 Unit: 3D Design Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Year 1 - 3D Design 

 To change the colour 
and pattern of elements 

 To position and rotate 
objects on a design and to 
position objects in relation 
to each other. 

 To resize, rotate, flip and 
arrange objects 
behind/in front of each 
other. 

Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a 
range of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, systems and 
content that accomplish given goals. 

Year 5 – 3D Design 

 To understand 3D spacial awareness. 

 To add 3D shapes, resize, adjust height, 
duplicate and use the different perspective. 

 To re-create different types of buildings using 
3D shapes. 

 To create roads/paths by adjusting the height 
of 3D shapes. 

 To add windows and door shapes. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment activities  Cross-curricular links 
Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

Lesson 1: 3d digi puzzle 
website  
Lesson 2: Don’t flood the 
fidgets website  
 
Lessons 3-5 use iLearn2 and 
3D slash website 
 
 

Exploring the tools in chosen software. 
Look at examples of 3D designs – what are 
they and what tools have been used? 

Design Technology: Exploring 
and creating 3D mechanism 
designs. 

Online Reputation 

 I can search for information about others 
online. 

 I can give examples of what anyone may or 
may not be willing to share about 
themselves online. I can explain the need 
to be careful before sharing anything 
personal. 

 I can explain who someone can ask if they 
are unsure about putting something online. 

 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What is 3D? Understanding 
3D Space: To recall what the 
term 3D means and to 
understand what 3D design 
and 3D space is. To know the 
many applications of 3D 
design.  

Lesson 2  
Don’t Flood the Fidgets: Learn 
how to use the Don’t Flood 
the Fidgets website. To design 
a city that protects home from 
flooding, using tools and 
working within a budget. 
 

Lesson 3 
3D tools: To explore the tools 
in 3D Splash. To be able to 
rotate and zoom into the grid. 
3D table and using the Chisel: 
To use the available tools to 
begin a 3D table design. To 
use the chisel tool to select 

Lesson 4 
Extend your 3D model 
To use different sized blocks 
to extend a 3D model and 
turn it into a different design. 
Colours 
To adjust the colour of a 
design. To select the 

Lesson 5 
Apply your 3D design skills 
To apply skills learned across 
the unit to design another 
item of furniture, or part of a 
room. 
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 and remove parts of a design 
if I make a mistake or to 
improve a design. 

appropriate colour tool 
depending on the amount of 
colour required. 

Key vocabulary 

3D 
Three dimensional 
Front 
Side/s 
All dimensions  
Moving 
Resizing 
360 degrees 
Details 
3D design software 
Architects 
Rotate 
Layers 
Pickaxe 
Trash can 

3D Design 
Simulate 
Tools 
Undo 
Delete 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3D Design 
Zoom 
Rotate 
Slide 
Boundary 
Undo 
Column 
Rows 
Model 
 
 

3D Design 
Zoom 
Rotate 
Sides 
Slide 
Boundary 
Undo 
Column 
Rows 
Model 
Blocks 
Size 
Tools 
Personalise 
Spray can 
Colour 
Bucket 

3D Design 
Zoom 
Rotate 
Sides 
Slide  
Boundary 
Undo 
Column 
Rows 
Model 
Blocks 
Size 
Colour  
 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Understand and use 3D space on a grid. 

 Design cities/towns for a purpose and to a budget. 

 Re-create or design familiar 3D models using cubes, such as tables and chairs. 

 Use chisel tool to improve and adapt models. 

 Colour individual blocks or whole models. 
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Year group: 3 Spring 2 iLearn2 Unit: Music Creation Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 1 Mouse and Keyboard Skills: 

 To learn how to use the mouse and 
keyboard effectively:  

 To learn how to move the mouse 
and left clicking to select an object. 

 To drag and drop with the mouse.  
 To find letters on a keyboard and 

begin touch typing with home row 
keys. 

 Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet 
services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a 
range of programs, systems and content that accomplish given 
goals. 

Year 5 Music Creation: 

 To create and edit digital music, including: 

 Layering tracks using sounds and effects 

 Creating effective instrument tracks. 

 Editing tracks, effectively adjusting volume and 
adding effects. 

Resources Possible 
hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links 
Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2, in addition to: 
Lesson 1: Music Lab Song Maker 
Lesson 2: Incredibox 
Lesson 3: Isle of Tunes (computer or 
iPad app) 
 

Discuss the 
advantages and 
disadvantages of 
creating music on a 
computer. 

 Maths: symmetry 

 Music: understanding and exploring 
how music is created 

Managing Online Information 

 I can demonstrate how to use key phrases in 
search engines to gather accurate information 
online. 

 I can describe and demonstrate how we can 
get help from a trusted adult if we see 
content that makes us feel sad, 
uncomfortable worried or frightened. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
Music Lab Song Maker 
To create their own composition using scales, 
chords, melody and rhythm/beats. 

Lesson 2  
Incredibox 
To use mixing tools to build a song, including; beats, 
effects, melodies and sampled voices. 

Lesson 3  
Isle of Tunes 
To use the available tools to create my own sound 
island including; beats, sounds, melodies and sound 
effects. 
 

Key vocabulary  

Scales 
Chords 
Melodies 
Rhythm 

Beats 
Effects 
Melodies 
Samples 

Beats 
Sounds 
Melodies 
Sound effects 
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Tempo  Voices  

Key skills throughout unit 

 Create ascending and descending scales. 

 Add chords evenly across the scales. 

 Add arpeggios and melodies. 

 Add a steady and even rhythm. 

 Use sampled sounds to create an effective mix. 

 Build beats, melody (tones) and effects. 
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Year group:  3 Summer 1 iLearn2 Unit: Document Editing and Creation Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Year 1 Text and Images: 

 To change the background 
colour of a page. 

 To add, resize and position 
images on a page. 

 To type and position text 
on a page. 

 To add text to label 
images 

 To use word banks 
to write sentences about 
images. 

 Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) 
on a range of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, 
systems and content that accomplish given goals. 

Year 4 Ebook Creation: 

 To add a page colour and style and I can add, 
position and format text on different pages. 

 To add and position images from camera/web. 

 To add audio, including hiding it behind an 
object. 

 To add hyperlinks to text and images and use 
hyperlinks for navigation. 

 To add and format shapes and embed content 
such as maps. 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities 

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

Teachers may also want to 
look at the computer keys 
video and activity from 
the Typing Activity Pack, 
to help pupils use the 
different keys to edit their 
document. 
 
All lessons use explanatory 
videos on iLearn2 and 
children will be using 
Word as the word 
processor. 

 Watch the introduction video 
together for this unit of work – 
what is the difference between 
a word processor and other 
software such as Excel or 
Powerpoint. 

 English – to copy and paste a class 
poem. 

 History – to be able to copy and paste 
an informational paragraph linked to 
unit of work. 

Privacy and Security 

 I can describe simple strategies for creating 
and keeping passwords private. 

 I can give reasons why someone should only 
share information with people they choose to 
and can trust. I can explain that if they are not 
sureor feel pressured then they should tell a 
trusted adult. 

 I can describe how connected devices can 
collect and share anyone’s information with 
others. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1 
What is a word processor?  
To learn the difference between a word 
processor and other software. 
Copy and Paste Text 

Lesson 2  
Change the Appearance of 
Text  
To change the appearance 
and formatting of a text 

Lesson 3  
Add an image and edit it  
To add and edit image 
within a text document.  

Lesson 4  
Bullet Points 
To add bullet points to a 
list of text. 

Lesson 5  
Keyboard Shortcuts 
To explore a range of 
keyboard shortcuts and to 
know what happens when 

https://www.ilearn2.co.uk/touch-typing-html/
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To be able to copy and paste a passage of 
text into a text document 
Find and Replace Text 
To be able to edit the text in a document by 
replacing words with a better choice of 
words. 

document, including; the 
colour, alignment and size 
of the text. 

you use a given keyboard 
shortcut. 

Key vocabulary  

Software  
Word Processor 
Text document 
Word 
Pages 
Writing  
Powerpoint 
Presentations 
Excel 
Data 

Spreadsheets 
Click 
Drag 
Copy 
Paste 
Cursor 
Find 
Replace 
Delete 
Keyboard  
 

Format 
Colour 
Alignment 
Size 
 

Copy 
Paste 
Document 
Right click 
Cursor 
Left click 
Arrow key 
Enter key 
Text wrapping 
Border effects 

Return key 
Click  
Highlight  
Bullet points 
List 
 

Keyboard shortcuts 
Formatting 
Bold 
Underline 
Italics 
Align 
Paragraph 
Font size 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Copy and paste text and images 

 Find and replace words. 

 Format text for a purpose. 

 Edit images inside documents. 

 Add bullet points to make lists. 

 Experiment with keyboard shortcuts. 
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Year group: 3 Summer 2  iLearn2 Unit: Scratch Programming Subject Leader: V Mitchell 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 

Year 2 Scratch Jr Programming: 
Use code blocks to: 

 Program movements. 

 Program Inputs (touch or clicking). 

 Program outputs for audio or text 

 Find errors in a program (debug). 

 Program conditions (if one sprite hits 
another). 

 

 Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goal, 
including simulating physical systems. 

 Use sequence and repetition in programs; work with various 
forms of input. 

Year 4 Scratch Programming 

 To plan and test algorithms and programs, 
detecting and correcting errors as needed and 
to debug programs 

 To use sequence, selection and repetition in 
programs. 

 To use variables and various forms of input 
and output. 

 

Resources Possible hooks/enrichment 
activities  

Cross-curricular links Online Safety strand (Education for a Connected 
World/Project Evolve): 

All lessons use iLearn2 & 
Scratch 

 Explore the features of 
Scratch 3.0, comparing to 
Scratch Jr 

 Use a programmable robot, 
e.g. a beebot to make a 
shape – what shape did it 
make and did I repeat any of 
the commands? 

 

 Geography – programming an 
interactive map of the Antarctic, 
Arctic and South America 

Health, Wellbeing and Lifestyle & Copyright and 
Ownership 

 I can explain why spending too much time using 
technology can sometimes have a negative impact on 
anyone, e.g. mood, sleep, body, relationships; I can 
give some examples of both positive and negative 
activities where it is easy to spend a lot of time 
engaged. 

 I can explain why copying someone else’s work from 
the internet without permission isn’t fair and can 
explain what problems this might cause. 

Lesson Sequence 

Lesson 1  
An introduction to scratch & 
Scratch Chat 
To know why we use scratch 
and the different parts of the 
Scratch editor. To be able to 
write a program to have two 
sprites talk to each other.  

Lesson 2  
Scratch Shapes  
To draw a variety of shapes 
and to know what to change 
to adjust the size of a shape. 
To use loops to repeat code 
and simplify a program. 
 

Lesson 3  
Scratch Control 
To know what an input is. 
To use keyboard inputs to 
controls sprites in different 
ways. 

Lesson 4 
Scratch Maps  
To program mouse inputs and 
text outputs. 
To program an interactive 
map in Scratch, making facts 
appear when clicked. 

Lesson 5  
Scratch Traffic Lights 
To know how wait commands 
and loops work and apply this 
to simulate a traffic light 
sequence.  

Key vocabulary 
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Program 
Language 
Coding 
Code blocks 
Text based language 
Backdrop 
Stage 
Sprite 
Background 
Text output 
Wait block 
Distance 
Execute 
Glide to 
Text to speech code blocks 

Sprite 
Project preview 
Execute 
Event block 
Movement 
Turn 
Motion blocks 
Repeat 
Pen block 
Loop 
Steps 
degrees 

Input 
Output 
Sprite 
x-axis 
y-axis 
Keyboard 
Arrow keys 
Loop 
 

Mouse inputs 
Touch inputs 
Text outputs 
Backdrop 
Markers 
Conditions 
Sprite 

Costume changes 
Wait commands 
Duplicate tool 
Sequence 
Loop 
 

Key skills throughout unit 

 Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals (including outputs) 

 Use repetition in programs. 

 Work with various forms of inputs; keyboard, mouse and touch screen. 
 Write programs to stimulate physical systems. 

 


